2016 WISE Employer Survey

Congratulations, your company has hired employees who have completed a WISE (Washington Integrated Sector Employment) program of study at a Washington Community College! We would like to ask you to fill out this short survey to tell us how the WISE federal funding impacted the employees you hired. This survey is part of a broader evaluation of the WISE grant. The results will be combined with other data sources to improve the impact of our programs. Thank you for taking the time to fill out this important survey.

1. Company Name:

2. Employer Survey Respondent Name/Title:

3. On average, how prepared for the job are the employees you have hired that have completed WISE-supported programs?

   - Not at all [☐]
   - Mostly not [☐]
   - Somewhat [☐]
   - Mostly [☐]
   - Very [☐]

4. On average, are the employees from WISE-supported training programs more or less prepared for the job than the typical employees that you hire?

   - Much less prepared [☐]
   - Somewhat less prepared [☐]
   - About the same [☐]
   - Somewhat more prepared [☐]
   - Much more prepared [☐]

5. On average, how prepared are the employees that you hired from a WISE-supported program in the following areas?

   - Knowledge (Content knowledge) [☐] Not at all [☐] Mostly not [☐] Somewhat [☐] Mostly [☐] Very [☐] I Don't Know (NA) [☐]
   - Skills (Training) [☐] Not at all [☐] Mostly not [☐] Somewhat [☐] Mostly [☐] Very [☐] I Don't Know (NA) [☐]
   - Abilities (Task execution) [☐] Not at all [☐] Mostly not [☐] Somewhat [☐] Mostly [☐] Very [☐] I Don't Know (NA) [☐]
   - Soft Skills (Communication, collaboration, reliability) [☐] Not at all [☐] Mostly not [☐] Somewhat [☐] Mostly [☐] Very [☐] I Don't Know (NA) [☐]

This workforce product was funded by a grant in the amount of $9,994,854, representing approximately 56% of program costs, awarded by the U.S. Department of Labor’s Employment and Training Administration. This product was created by the grantee and does not necessarily reflect the official position of the U.S. Department of Labor. The U.S. Department of Labor make no guarantees, warranties, or assurances of any kind, express or implied, with respect to such information, including any information on linked sites and including, but not limited to, accuracy of the information or its completeness, timeliness, usefulness, adequacy, continued availability, or ownership. WISE is led by Centralia College and the Center of Excellence for Clean Energy in partnership with the Centers of Excellence for Aerospace & Advanced Manufacturing and Construction. Centralia College is an equal opportunity employer/program and auxiliary aids and services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities.